CS Odessa sells products internationally both directly and through resellers in over 30 countries, with headquarters in Odessa, Ukraine and an established US office in San Jose, California.
To design, develop and support progressive software that enables our users to work smarter and faster with individuals, teams, data, and resources through enhanced visualization tools, clear data presentation and improved collaboration capability.

Mission Statement

Computer Systems Odessa is a market leading developer of business productivity solutions for Macintosh and Windows platforms.

We have hundreds of thousands of registered users across all industries, around the world.
History

part I

1993
CS Odessa was founded
A MacWorld Expo group of IT engineers from Odessa, Ukraine started developing a vector based software for making numerous business graphics, founding a company - CS Odessa

1997
The start of ConceptDraw product development
Computer Systems Odessa is a market leading developer of business productivity solutions for Macintosh and Windows platforms

1999
First release of ConceptDraw
Two years of hard coding produced a new graphic engine for vector drawing

2000
ConceptDraw was introduced at the San Francisco MacWorld Expo
Here is where managers, mathematicians and planners get their chance to express themselves graphically

2001
ConceptDraw MINDMAP
Focused on research in the field of visual data representation, a software tool that allowed idea mind-mapping

2003
ConceptDraw Project
This product was developed to support the needs of our customers involved in project planning and management processes
History

part II

2004  |  ConceptDraw Business Suite
All three our products were suited well with each other and appearing a such bundle was natural evolution of company development

2006  |  Opening an office in San Jose, CA
With the increased popularity of CS Odessa’s ConceptDraw products, combined with the requirement to be closer to ConceptDraw users based in the Americas, CS Odessa opened an office in San Jose, CA. Expansion continued with the opening of an office in Boston, MA

2008  |  CS Odessa released ConceptDraw OFFICE
An integrated solution for effective project management visualization and communication based on innovative INGYRE Technology

2010  |  ConceptDraw OFFICE 2
In this release we’ve introduced ConceptDraw SOLUTION BROWSER — a huge extension of all ConceptDraw product line by hundreds ready to use templates, libraries and online resources

2012  |  Covering further professional areas by new solutions
19 new comprehensive sets of vector libraries and templates

2013  |  Extending amount of solutions areas
Next 25 solutions — further increasing the value of the ConceptDraw Products post-purchase
2014 | ConceptDraw OFFICE 3
Now this is complex of three perfect suited tools for Diagramming, Mindmapping and Project management actively supported by 175 Solutions in 22 areas

2017 | ConceptDraw OFFICE 4
Crucial upgrade in all included products leads OFFICE to the next level of assistant in everyday Business tasks. Also ConceptDraw STORE was introduced with 191 solutions in 24 areas
We Invite

At present time, we are enlarging our distribution network aiming at expanding our high quality products and end-user support to various countries all over the world.

We invite experienced software publishers, distributors and retailers to enter into cooperation with us for marketing, promoting and representing our products on the local markets. We believe that we can do much better together!

To become our Authorized Reseller and get a good commission send a request to partners@conceptdraw.com
Address:
CS Odessa LLC,
111 N Market St Ste 300,
San Jose, CA 95113-1116, USA

US/Canada/Mexico
Technical Support:
+1 (877) 441 - 1150 ext 4 Toll Free
+1 (408) 441 - 1150 ext 4
Sales:
+1 (877) 441 - 1150 ext 3 Toll Free
+1 (408) 441 - 1150 ext 3

Rest of the World:
Technical Support/Sales:
+380 (48) 760 - 19 - 63
+44 (203) 541 - 70 - 40